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The subject of communications is too broad and far too
complex to receive more than cursory treatment in a report of
this type. Nevertheless, it is a subject which in this modern
day and age practically demands attention or one could say
demands practical attention. As a general observation, I be-
lieve that it would be a truthful statement that those enter-
prises which have recognized the value of and fostered good
communication practice and principles are more stable and pro-
sperous than those which have not. Prosperity, in this instance,
may not necessarily mean the greatest monetary return per dollar
invested but would include the intangible benefits as wall.
Goodwill of the community, employee loyalty toward mana^enent,
a "healthy" dim te surrounding the plant in all its affairs with
workers, supervisors, stockholders, customers, and the community
and public at large ore nil aspects of the intangibleness of the
prosperity conveyed in the previous sentence.
It is, I believe, necessary in a report of this type
to make reference to other aspects of industry such as organ-
ization, administration, etc. in order to present the aspects of
communication in their proper perspective. It has, however, been
my intention to give pianissimo treatment to those other aspects
and furnish tenor to communications. The interactions of all the
aspects produce a final result, good or bad, in industry (and
other activities as well) and the type and character of commun-
ications, as a whole system or a part of a system, make a
significant contribution toward the final result,
A3 the title suggests, this report primarily concerns
itself with intra-plant communi cat ions. Communications up, down,
and laterally are briefly examined. A few generalizations are
advanced herein which m the result of some research and per-
haps the result also of certain inductive reasoning processes
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The importance of communications in modern industry,
indeed in all other forms of contemporary activity, can not be
I o strongly emphasized. Communi cat ions, in it3 literal sense,
is essential in almost every undertaking. In order to provide a
framework or ensel upon which to depict the general charaoter of
communications ^s applied within this report, it is appropriate
to analy-e briefly the meaning of the word in it3 dictionary
sense and also the derivation of the English word.
Communication - The act or fact of communicating;
transmission; esp., the imparting or interchange of
thoughts, opinions, or information by speech, writing,
or signs; intercourse by speech, writing, etc.; also,
that which is communicated or imparted; a document or
message imparting views, information, etc.; also, inter-
course in general; also, passage, opportunity of pass-
age, or a means of passage, between places, etc....l
Communicate - to give to another as a partaker; impart;
transmit; also, to have interchange of thoughts; hold
communication; also, to have or form a connecting
passage. 2
The immediate derivation of the English word, communicate,
is from the Latin "communion tu3"
,
a past participle of "commun-
ic re" which in turn i3 derived from "communis". "Communis" has
two parts. The prefix "com" meaning "with" and "munis" meaning
"bound". "Communis" is the Latin word from which the English
word "common" is derived. The word "common", of course, means
lfPhe New Century Dictionary
.
(L>. Appleton - Century Co:











something belonging equally to two or more (underlining supp-
lied) or all in question.
Latin is itself a derived language having its main root3
in that con; on ground of languages known by scholars as INDO-
EUROPEAN. This area, between India and Europe, known now as the
Middle East is the area of origin of nearly all modern languages.
Ireek, Hebrew, Arabic, Sanskrit, etc. apparently had a common de-
nominator in this area which was the cradle of civilization. The
search for this basic language is still pursued, jfrom here it,
the common denominator, spread in all directions being transmit-
ted by persons on land as sea travel was not yet in vogue, and,
to the westward, circling the Mediterranean Sea. These peoples
in their travels and migrations and in the process of populating
the globe and establishing new comnun'ties met different natural
environments. Their e; vironments seemed to affect their language
ng rise to new dialects and changing forms of speech, etc.
However, enough of certain elements of the common nother tongue
evidently still remained to permit a primitive form of understand-
ing when the people, and languages, hod traversed the Northern
and Southern shores of the LiMVerronean Sea met on the Iberian
peninsula, or Spain. The Phoenicians had possibly reached Spain
by the Eleventh Century B.C. One of their earlier foundations,
Gades (now Cadiz), has been called the oldest town in the world
(or in Europe) which has kept a continuity of life and name from













3ic ;te satisfactorily with the native Iberians of that day as
they developed a pretty prosperous trade relationship with them. 1
The reasons why such a 3eeming phenomenon could occur
are the cause of much current and continuous study by scientists,
archaeologists, and scholars in divers fields. Nevertheless, one
might surmise that one of the main reasons lies in the fact ti-
the written form of communications, whether in words, letters, or
symbols, or a combination such as hieroglyphics, has always been
subsequent to the oral or spoken form. Indeed, in the days of
antiquity, the spoken or directly transmitted form preceded any
written form by millenniums. Even today, in our own and contem-
porary societies, when a voice electronically transmitted may be
heard through electronic receivers within one-fifteenth of a sec-
ond at the point on the earth farthest distant froru the point of
transmission, the changes, additions, or substitutions in the
written form of language usage are several years subsequent to
their being accepted in the oral form. "Some sort of writing has
existed in the world for about o or 6000 years; and we have rea-
son to believe that man learned to make pictures as symbols, and in
a crude sense as signatures, fully HO, 000 years before that." 2
One could pursue this interesting field of study for a
lifetime but inasmuch as it is far beyond the scope of this re-
port it is sufficient for its purpose at this time to show the
relationship between oral and written communications and their
relative precedence in history. One might conclude, therefore,
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4that it is not by accident that the dictionary definition of
communication places speech ahead of writing as a form of inter-
change of thoughts, opinions, or information. The entire study of
languages, however, points out one of the most basic principles
of any concept of communications and is found in the root word
"communis" or literally "with-bound." To be bound with or estab-
lish a bond requries more than one of something. It requires two
or more. Hence, a basic principle of communications is that Com-
munications is a two-way stream . One person, alone, can not com-
raunioatej While Adam was alone in the Garden of Eden, he wai in-
capable of earthly communications. It was not until the creation
of Eve that communications had its elementary being. The connot-
ation, which should be emphasized in this principle, is on the
word "stream" and is that of a continuous flow in both directions,
Perhaps, one may at first consider a stream as primarily a down-
i flow with an occasional eddy or swirl interrupting the some-
times rapid and sometimes meandering course. However, there nust
be upward «3 well as downward communications and stream as used
in this sense is In keeping with one of its meanings as "move or
proceed continuously like a flowing stream, as a procession or a
succession of things."!
People comprise organizations and wherever two or more
congregate a communications system of some form is an inevitable
result. Unless guided by someone outside the congregation, the
particular form of this system will depend upon the physical,
^
•New Century Dictionary , op cit . , Vol. II, p. 1863.
-
5biological, social, and psychological faotors in the behavior of
individuals. A comprehensive examination of the concept of com-
munications should perforce involve an understanding of these
other factors, juch an examination is beyo ad consideration here
except in a very limited sense. One of the works of Chester I.
nardl presents an interesting insight into these various fac-
tors and is recommended as excellent build-up material to the
point where many other authors commence their discussion of com-
munications.
Barnard, in effect, states that the theory of cooperation
and organization (formal organizations result from conscious,
deliberate, and purposeful cooperation among men2 ) rests upon a
foundation of communications. The specific ends sought by men are
of two kinds, physical and social.
....whatever the specific ends, they serve to satisfy
complex motives of persons. Usually a speoific end of a
physical class involves social consequences not sought.
Always a social end involves physical consequences not
sought. The actions through which ends are sought are
always physical (or physiological); they may also be
social. In either case they involve unsought consequen-
ces that may give satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Social
processes are those in which the action is a part of the
system or actions of two or more men. Its most common
form is verbal communication.^
Communication between persons is an essential element of
cooperative systems; it is also the limiting, factor in
size of simple organizations and, therefore, a dominant
factor in the structure of complex or ranization3.
. .
.
Fundamentally, communication is necessary to translate
purpoae into terras of concrete action. .. .what to do and
when to do it....The size of unit, therefore, is usual-
ly determined by the limitations of effective leader-
ship. These limitations depend upon (a) the complexity of
purno ?e "nd technological conditions; (b) the difficulty
^Barnard, Cheater I., Functions of the Executive
,
rrarc University Press: Cambridge, Kass.), 9th
x'rinting, 19bl.
id
., p. 4. 3Ibid., p. 10,
.old
of the communication process; (c) the extent to which
communication is necessary; (d) the complexity of the
personal relationships involved, that is, of the social
conditions. 1
Barnard elaborates on the complexity of personal relat-
ionshi a as follows:
(d) The complexity of the relationships in any group
increases with /rent rapidity as the number of persons
in the group increases. If the simplest possible relat-
ionship between two persons is that of "knowing" each
other as accomplished by a mutual introduction, then
the relational complexity at the very lea at increases
as follows:
Number in Number of lncrease in Relat-
















The relationships .,-etween persons in group will be
"active" in a great variety of subgroupings which may
constantly change. If A, B, C, D, and K constitute a
group of five, then subgroups may be made as folic
ten pairs, ten triplets, five groups of four, one of
five. If only one person oe added to the group of five,
the possible subgroups become: fifteen pairs, twenty
triplets, fifteen ,-.roups of four, six groups of five,
and one of six.
2
It is apparent, therefore, that comrauni cat ions has a
great impact upon the size of unit g?ganizations, and as 1 men-
tioned earlier unless guided by someone external to the group, it






7guidance and gives formality to the informality of the aggregate
relationships of the group. The growth of an organization must
necessarily have a corresponding growth in its comauni cations
system if it is to function effectively. Plant or industry eff-
ectiveness is, thus, closely associated with communications eff-
ectiveness which in turn is influenced by plant leadership thr-
ough the executive or managerial hierarchy. One of the traits or
characteristics of a good leader is that he understands people.
An understanding of people is an immeasurable contribution to
communications effectiveness and in the development of cooperat-
ivenes3. Communications, we have seen, is the foundation upon
which "cooperations" rest.
Four factors contributing to the development of co-
operativeness are:l
Establish goals . Direct the activities of others toward
a common goal.... to work for the team goal.
Jet up Lines of Authority . 3tick to them. Don f t go over
your D03s's head or by-pass a subordinate. You're asking
for trouble, if you do. it times you may have to cut
lines of authority to eliminate red tape or meet an em-
ergency, when you do, be sure you exploin to all the
people involved that this is not your usual practice.
Cooperate down the line - with subordinates . Divide
authority. Give advice and help. Don't interfere after
a Job is assigned. Consult workers. Give them your
criticism in private, your praise in public. Listen to
complaints. Correct cause.; of irritation, extend oppor-
tunities. (Jive credit. Be on the level.
Cooperate up the line - v>ith your superior
. Share his
responsibility, Jeek advice. Welcome criticism. Keep him
informed. Consult him on major issues. Don't bother hi
with petty details. Use proper channels. Play it str-
a i glit.
^Kienzle, George J., and Dare, Edward H. , Climbinfe the
Executive Ladder
.
(McGraw - Hill Book Co., Inc : N.Y.
London, Toronto), 1948, p. 126,
• 1300
,ts«JZ9Yi
8It is easy to see from the above, how essential the
communications theme is to this developing of cooperativeness
phase in understanding people. Directing, advising, informing,
consulting, criticising, praising and listening all involve
communications. Likewise, it is easy to 3ee hov; poor communica-
tions can quickly create a shambles out of organizations. To be
effective, haphazardness must be eliminated, in other words, the
system of communication will follow and be an integral part of
the "lines of authority". It is appropriate at this point to con-
sider the primary controlling factors that characterize a commun-
ications system. (One should note at this point the striking sim-
ilarities between these factors and principles of organization.!)
1. Channels of communication should be definitely known .
2, Objective authority requires a definite formal chan -
nel of communication to every rnembe of an organ-
ization^
3« The line of communication mu3t be as direct and as
short -s possible .
4. The complete line of communication should usually be
used
.
5. The competence of the persons serving as communica -




&• The line of communication should not be interrupted
Turing the' time v.hen the organization is to function .
7. >.v«-ry cor , lUnication should be authenicated .*--
It is believed that no further elaboration is needed at
thii point on the above factors, further elaboration will be fur-
nished as we deal with them later or, perhaps, separ-nteiy in the
subsequent chapters. Communications are chiefly of two forms,
oral and written. The media used in comr.iunicr tiny -.re many and
^•Chapter III of my term report of 9 January * 53 dealt
with several organization principles.
^Barnard, op cit
. . pp. 175-1. .
erf*
.
9varied. Different media vill obtain, in ICM cases, different
results; therefore, the selection of media is important in get-
ting the results hoped for.
Most good progressive companies have an Industrial
Relations Executive who lives daily with some phase of the com-
munications problem or problems in his plant. This official is
probably aware of the Ten Commandments of v*ood Employer-iSmployee
Communication. All executives should have an equal awareness.
These are simple, obvious rules, and because they are
both simple and obvious, management people are inclined
to overlook some of them. Here they are:
1. Be Sincere. You Can't make .,hite out of Black
.
2. He Simple and unaffected in your lan.^u^ge ,
3. Don't over^lorify the Company .
4. Select competent personnel to handle your communic -
ations program
.
5. Make your communications a top-level supervisory
responsibility^
6. Don't ignore unsavory situations your employees know
exist .
7. Investigate all devices of communication, and U3e all
th rit will help
.
8. Check constantly on the effectiveness of your com-
munications
.
9. Never let your corimuni cat ions program slow down
.
10. Jec the people . 3-
In the concluding portion to this introductory chapter
btempt to arrive at 3ome answers to the question -
Why Communicate? The brief/est answer, but perhaps as good as any £
other, is "to maintain the organization." This becomes more clear
when we view "an organization as coming into being when (1) there
are persons able to communicate with each other (2) who are v/ill-
•^Newoomb, Robert, and Saminons, Marg, Speak Up. Manage-
ment j
.
(Funk & fl :nlls Co., N.Y.), In association





ing to contribute action (3) to accomplish a common purpose. "1
An organization is composed of people, and, "the real problems are
human problems; the real values are human values. "^ Technological
progress depends upon progress in the human relations field.
The reasons for communications are many, as stated be-
fore, and may be specific as (1) to promote understanding of
specific procedures, (2) to correct and/or discourage misinform-
ation, (3) to prepare for change or announce specific policies.
3
Or, communications may be general in purpose such as (1) attitude
surveys, (2) informational matter regarding the plunt and its
products, (3) development, (4) reconciliation of conflicts which
are general in nature, etc. To promote human understanding is to
promote good communicat ions and develop leadership.
There must be an organization with a common task or ob-
jective. One member, at least, must have responsibilities
that differ from those of the other members. If all
members perform exactly the same duties in exactly the
same way, there is no leadership. A leader becomes dif-
ferentiated from other members because of the influence
he exerts upon setting goals and achievements for the
organization. Leaders cannot emerge unless members of the
organization nssume different responsibilities; and the
organization is founded upon the differentiation of
responsibility. 4
To avoid either retrogression or becoming stereotyped a
plant must have good communications. This is true even in mass
production assembly-line type of enterprises where rather rigid
operating procedures prevail. Otherwise, leadership withers on
the vine. In its most far-flung aspect, communi cations keep
civilization alive and growing.
lB*rn*rd, op cit . t p. 82.
2Kienzle 8c Dare, op cit .
, p. 171.
^"Conference Outline on Communications", Johnson & Johnson
Co., New Brunswic;, New Jersey, February, 1949.
^"Leadership, Membership, and Organization", Dr. R "












In this chapter, I am considering the lower echelons of
the plant organization first, and I will briefly consider all
directions of communications flow - up, down, and laterally - be-
fore proceeding to the next echelon. In the following two chapters,
I will discuss Division and Department Communications. i:y plant
organization, from the top down, is therefore assumed to be
Department, Division, r*nd Section. I have not chosen to go either
above or below these levels for a number of reasons. One reason,
albeit a personal one, is time. Another is that a considerable
portion of the good comiuunications systems, devices, or media
work equally well at all levels of an organization. Important
also to my method of covering this matter is my belief that if
a clear understanding of communioations exists in the lower
levels, it is virtually obvious that such an understanding exists
it the higher levels. To illustrate, if one asked an employee in
a winery what his Job vai and he replied, "I am a cork-soaker."
That would indicate poor communications, if in reality "cork-
soakers" were important positions. One could assume th t an ed-
ucational series of communications could have corrected this by
explaining that corks had to be soaked and softened to permit
proper shrinkage or compression to fit the bottles thereby giving














or aroma, and producing those musical "pops" when the bottles
were opened. The employee then would probably reply, "My job is
to see that the wine not only loses no aroiaa or flavor while aging
but also to contribute to your enjoyment, as a consumer, when
you remove the cork." Even if in the latter instance his reply
was the same as in the first instance, the tone of his reply may
very likely indicate a greater degree of pride in his job. (This
is illustrative only, I have no knowledge of winery operations
except that they make wines.) One of the purposes of this chap-
ter is to explore the communications field and see how pride in
the job on the part of the employee might be obtained.
Kinsey M. Robinson, President of the . ashington .,ater
Power Company, in a talk to a group of industry leaders
stated, "toe may talk in print until we are exhausted;
our lawyers and publicity men can make the most logical
statements on earth. But unless our employees are en-
thusiastic about what we do, they can neutralize our
motives by the single comment - »Boloney f ."l
Mr. Robinson was referring to "public relations" in the
above situation, but I selected this example because it emp]
izes a point which I believe to be important and that ll %l
public relations (in the sense used above) is the outward expres-
sion of employee relations. I believe that a company which gen-
erally his a good public relations program that achieves good
results will also have a good intra-plant communications system.
Personal contacts ore the -est way to build good public relations
and mnn-to-man, direct, conversational type of employee cont ct
is the be3t way to build good employee relations. The aggregate
of these contacts is not only the result of, but also, a measuring








device of the effectiveness of plant coramuni cat ions. Section
communications, as used herein, ^re those communications which
occur primarily at the foreman level.
The foreman is in a very unique position in the com-
munications system. He is at the bottom of the management level
and, in many respects, at the top of the worker level. Ee,
therefore, is the focal point. He reverses the flow of communic-
ations, by that I mean, matters communicated downward are ex-
ecuted, analyzed, or experiaented with within the level of his
immediate supervision and he "kicks-off" the results of the com-
munication as received by him. generally, he will pass upward
additional comment or suggestions from his own level. Thus, he i3
an originator of communications, too. This last fact, alone, is
sufficient to warrant considerable study of communications media
for the section level. I do not propose to elaborate on a great
variety of media which are often (or could be) used at this level.
Instead, such concentration within this report will deal with a
few of the better devioes.
Henri Fayol wr3 one of the first industrialists to re-
cognize the relative importance of the various abilities which
make up the total value of any particular grade of employee. 1 The
main point of his discussion along this line was that the higher
the positions in the line of authority, the more general the
abilities required. Need for technical knowledge decreased as
the individual climbed the executive ladder, a similar situation
exints with respect to communications. The higher the positions
Lepawsky, Albert, .»i. . .-.tion
,
(..Ifred a. Knopf, Inc:
New York), 1949, p. 6.
o ne
14
in the line of authority at which communications originate, the
more general in nature are their texts. Vivid illustration of
this is readily available in the Armed Forces. In World War II,
a Joint Chiefs of Staff directive would read somewhat as follows:
"About the month of Hay (or before June 1 or some other rather
general time limitation) attack, seize, and destroy the enemy
on Horseshoe Atoll (or neutralize the Hibernation Islands, etc)."
A line or two or a very short paragraph at the most constituted
the original directive (communication) • As I recall, the instr-
uctions to General Lisenhower in establishing the Second Front
were four lines in length. Additional elements, more specific
in nature are attached to the original and become in turn an
original communication, for that level, as the communication
flows downward. The enormity of this planning task, resultant of
the series of echelons through which the basic directive passed,
often led to the facetious remark that one shipload of papers
was needed for every five shiploads of troops and supplies.
The attack force, in this analogy, was the foreman level.
The lessons learned by the attack force were the principal com-
munications upward and were of substantial importance in contrib-
uting to the war effort in subsequent operations. The fighting
men were the tur^ning point of the comriunic3tions, primarily be-
cause they were the most direct participants in fulfilling the
purpose of the original communication. This leads to the general
proposition that in cnses where downward communications require








response rests with that level of the executive hierarchy which
is mo3t directly involved . In industry, the primary purpose i3
the fulfillment of production goals. This involves the section
level. The section level is the soil in wnich the seeds of commun- $
ication germinate rnd reach their fruition. Just as in the case
of the Armed Forces, intra-plant communications originating t
the section level can be and very often are of great significance.
The most important form of communications is the spoken
word. It is the most universal form of human cooperation. It may
be augmented, and frequently is, by other media such as visual
aids, graphs, written summaries of that which is orally trans-
mitted, etc. Perhaps the chief reason why the oral form is the
most important is that it is the one r.ost widely used within a
plant. The foreman, or section head, in communicating does so
with those whom he supervises on a man-to-man basis. Realizing
ti is, management should encourage upward liiMiili 1 lint lull! from the
section. Sincerity, as previously mentioned, is vital if upv. rd
communications are to be effective. The sincerity of the employees'
response to the employer will be in a direct ratio to the sin-
cerity of the employer's inquiry to the employees.
This is true of all otner things, it is a natural I
that each species begets its own kind; and undesirable traits
such as insincerity, unfairness, inconsistency, sarcasm, bluffing,
holier-than-thou attitudes, etc. will return to haunt the employer
ement if used by him toward the employees. This return






cause of the simple f^ct that the employees outnumber the em-
ployer. Their effort, individually, may be less but the aggregate
will be considerably larger.
Mr, Neil McKlroy, president of Procter and Gamble Com-
pany states:
We conceive of communications, essentially, as a way of
working with out> people. Good communications, with us,
results from having something to communicate; sound
policies, beliefs, and principles of operation. Having
that, we make use, wherever we can, of personal com-
munications.
.Jound policies - something worthwhile communicating -
aed on to employees, and their reactions reflected
b^ck through nan-to-man communication: from these, con-
fidence and mutual understanding and a vigorous, co-
operative operation results. This kind of organization
spirit provides the basis of a oompany*s ability to take
care of itself in today's and tomorrow's competitive
drive for business; an ability that is good for employees,
management, the stockholder, and the public.
*
Mr. McElroy is, I am sure, joined by all progressive
managements in the importance given to personal communications.
Mr. Ralph L. Lee of General Motors Corporation stresses the im-
portance of getting acquainted and keeping acquainted with em-
ployees in a little booklet entitled "Man-to-Lian On the Job" (a
series of meetings for foremen and executives of General Motors
Corporation). The establishment of the proper environment for
effective communications is a result of leadership; hence, a
knowledge of what a leader is and some signs or characteristics
of leadership may contribute to a better understanding of com-
munications. Two separate sources of leadership characteristics
are given oelow; whether or not it is pure coincedence th.-.t eMph
1"Communications - A way of working with people within
a Company." (An address before a meeting of the
National Industrial Conderence bo^rd, l,.Y,
,
by








list has thirty characteristics, I will lewe to the reader to
Judge.
Kienzle and Dare list the following:!
A real leader is a nan of action.
He knows what you want as well as what he wants.
He has an answer.




He heads a team.
He is a good organizer.
He is a good administrator.
He delegates authority.
He understands people.
He knows how to handle people.
He is human.
He is humane.
He is absolutely fair and honest.
Ke hai good Judgment.
He is tolerant.
He respects the ritjats of others.
He is generous by nature.
He has a sense of hu&or.
He is a good teacher.







He is a hard worker.
Mr. Ralph L. Lee lists the following as signs of leader-
ship. 2
1. k low voice and, frequently, slow and thoughtful
speech.
2. K neat appearance in moderate style.
3. Rarely in a hurry.
4. Easy gait and moderate pace.
5. Does not show all he feels and thinks.




^Kienzle & Dare, op cit . t pp. 49-54.
2Lee, Ralph L. t Man-to-Lm On The Job (Booklet on a
series of meetings for foremen and executives of




11. Laughs only when he means it, and then under con-
trol.
12. Rarely interrupts.
13. Rarely 3ays "I".
14. Is not afraid to hive others think he doesn't
know when he doesn*t.
lb. Rarely tells everything he knows.
16. Makes sure you know the difference between his
opinions and his facts.
17. Easy to meet and easy to leave.
18. Enjoys a contest of wits and a game of chance.
19. A good loser.
20. Bored with too much lo.^ic.
81, Is not usually a heavy reader.
22, Hard to sweep off his feet.
23, quickly gets to the point,
24, Never takes himself too seriously.
2o. Does not like to do things himself; likes to do
what he does through others.
26. Likes people.
27. Likes to lead.
28. Has assurance,
29. Not inclined to sit still for long,
30. Good memory.
In establishing and inintaining the good environment for
communications, the foreman enhances his leadership abilities.
Those whom he supervises respeot and have confidence in him. The
successful foreman is a keen student of hu$an nature, ^uick to
realize the strength and weaknesses of his workers. He treats each
person as an individual and handles each differently. In other
word3, his manner of communicating varies according to the in-
dividual with whom he is communicating. By this is not necessarily
meant a different media or means of communication, but an ident-
ical oral communication may have several "meanings" or listener
responses through variation of emphasis used on different words.
James F. render cites as an example of thi3 a simple ^ue^tion







1. How would you surest we improve this situation?
2. How would you surest we improve this situation?
3. How would you suggest we improve this situation?
4. How would you suggest we improve this situation?
5. How would you suggest w_e improve this situation?
6. How would you suggest we improve this situation?
7. How would you suggest we improve this situation?
8. How would you surest we improve this situation ?
The vords are exactly alike in all eight readings. Yet
e-ich shift of emphasis brings about a different response
in the listener 1 o raind.l
The foreman, or section head, when he understands the
employees under him can vary the interest and listener response
by emphasizing the particular word or point which appeals to or
stimulates a particular individual. Nearly everyone has a pre-
dominant stimuli, if this stimuli is Known the correct approach
or emphasis may be determined. Number One above could possibly be
used on the individual who is stimulated by logical reasoning;
Number Three by the individual who responded to self-interert
;
Number Five by the individual who responded to team work and fair
play, etc. The example above is in the form of a question, sal
questions are a good means of facilitating communicat .om>>. They
are the dredges which I eep the channel open and permit a true
two-way flow. Ne-dless to say the questions which are asked must
be intelligent and pertinent to some facet of the enterprise.
You can do two things with a question:
1. Let the other person know what you think.
2. You can at the same time pay him the complement of
asking his opinion.
2
The foreman who knows his worker's interests or stimuli
should appeal to those stimuli in his communications. Underlying
lBender, James 7., The Technique of Executive i,elder-
ship
,
(MeQreii - I ill Book Co., Inc : N.Y.
,
London,
Toronto), 1950, p. 166.
o
ttger, Frank, The Art of successful .selling
.
(Prentice-
Hall, Inc: New York)
,








all communications relationships are people and people differ
and have different natural limitations. The foreman who is aware
of this knows that: "The acorn can ^row into a scrub oak or a
giant of the forest - but it can't become a maple, no matter how
much it is cultivated." The approach or communication, therefore,
differs between the communicator and different types of commun-
icants (foreman and workers). Thus far, speaking has been stressed
and might lead one to the conclusion that the foreman is nothing
but a "chatter-box" between the workers and other supervisory levels,
This is an erroneous impression. The good foreman is also a good
listener. He doesn't talk too much, oilence is golden and may
itself, at the proper time and place, be an effective form of
communication. Actions speak louder than worfio is an old maxim
and silence may appropriately be the best action in some instances.
Also, somewhat related to the silence theme and to further dispel
the ohatter-box idea pertaining to foremen is what could be a
corollary to the oommandment, "Don't overglorify the Company."
The corollary - "Don't over-communicate." This leads to the gen-
eral question of "when should there be communications in the
plant?" The answer is constantly . The most effective communica-
tions system i3 onw which is continuous. There are enough pertin-
ent matters within any plant to permit a steady functioning of the
unications system, and it therefore should be kept free from
trivia, unimportant, or non-pertinent matter. The more driftwood
of this nature that there is in uhe stream, the more difficult it
















situations if allowed to oontinue will result in i on and
destroy communications effectiveness.
To facilitate keeping the communications system in ex-
cellent condition, perhaps the most important device is the em-
ployee group neeting**
The croup meeting is essentially a two-. unic:itions
device. If it isn't a function wherein employees have
an opportunity to ask questions, then it isn't a group
meeting - it's a management lecture. .. .Few companies
that have embarked on group-conferences programs with
employees have abandoned them. On the contrary, the£
have refined and developed their techniques year after
year, profiting from what employees have had to s y
about these powwows. Anong th< companies "sold" on the
employee meeting or conference method, here nre the
a- re fid advantages:
1. It's personal communication . It is the man-to-man
~:.Lrig and no other type matches it for effectiveness.
2. It's two-way communication at its be3t . This is a
Getting where the employer has a chance to say what
he wants to say, to an audience whose interest he
can measure. It's where the employee under the proper
encouragement can express his own ideas and ask his
own questions.
3. It is a flexible Kied^n . If your3 is a printed pro-
gram, you a e confined to the framework of a print-
ed program. If it is an employee group meeting, you
can shift with the moods or interests of your audience.
4. It isn't cut and dried . It doesn't have to be stuffy
unless you youraelf insist upon naklng it so. It oan be
conducted in a comfortoble, informal atmosphere.
5. It is an interpretive medium . If the company has a
point to mike, its representatives can make sure
the point is understood before moving on to the next.
In the printed or published type of communication,
management can only hope th-t it has answered ill the
questions.
1
A hasty reading of the above advantages would seem to
indicate that this device is better suited for echelons above the
secti n level but it is apparent that it is effective at all
$





levels and particularly so at the lowest levels. The writer had
collateral duty as Safety Officer of a Depot of Supplies wnich
employed about 2500 people about equally divided between military
and civilian. Weekly 10 or lb minute "stand-up" safety conferences
were held at ehe lowest level (workers and their leadingraen). The
forthcoming week's work as it had been previously planned was
discussed with particular attention to accident hazards. The re-
sults were so effective that for eleven nonths there was not a
single lost-time accident, and First-Aid cases were reduced about
35>b. This is the rough equivalent of 3lightly over fifty people
working an entire lifetime (between ages 16 & 65 or 47 years)
without a lost-time accident J I attribute that performance to two
important reasons - First, the sincerity of management. The
Safety Program had the complete backing of management from the
Commanding General on down, secondly, the weekly safety meeting
was between the workers and their leadingraen at which tine a bona
fide group discussion was held. Two-way communications resulted
from this face-to-face meeting, Benefioi i su ..-.est ions as to
s fety features flowed upward. The workers were aware of manage-
ment's interest in their 'welfare and safety. The employees
participated in the safety program and their participation
sincere, I do not believe that the importance of sincerity in
ing communications effective can be over-stressed, Abraham
Lincoln once wrote:










that you are his sinoere friend. Therein ia a dcop of
honey that catches his heart, which is the high ro d
to his reason, and which, when once gained, you \.?ill
find out little trouble in convincing his judgment of
the justice of your cause, if indeed that cause be a
just one* 1
The foreman or section head as a representative of the
management is in a very good position to convince employees of
management's sincerity of purpose, etc. He is a teacher; by
proper communication techniques he can accomplish five important
fundanientals for helping his workers learn quickly and well:
1. In getting across information emphasize its use and
application on the job.
2. Stir the learner to activity; get him to participate,
8. Give the employee time to digest what he learns.
4. Help the employee see what is especially impo tant.
5. Help the employee understand the meaning of what he
is learning. 2
Another important principle of communications is Be on
the Level . This involves not merely the ideas of honesty and
sincerity but neither "talking down" to the employee nor "over
his head." This does not allow any feelings of inferiority or su-
periority on the part of either the employee or his boss. The
scales are in balance; the employee not only participates but
"feels" that he has actively participated. Two-way flow is ob-
viously better where it has neither up nor down grades to con-
tend with. By following this principle the "climate" of mutual
understanding and confidence is enhanced. "Conniving" is not
smart, such gains as may accrue can only be temporary in nature
and the reprisals are sure to follow. By being on the level, the
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"informal comnunica'.ions" are kept in their proper plaoe. Ruiaors
and other non-authentic forms of •QBBtt&iOatl ons are minimized.
A brief Waal nation of informal communi oat ions indie tea
that they usually do not follow the channels or any formally de-
signated patterns end are concerned primarily with the human re-
lations of the work situation and serve the needs of the wor
rather than the needs of the job. This is what is commonly re-
ferred to as the "grapevine", and is generally an accepted fea-
ture of a plant communication system. Gardner and Moore discuss
it as follows:
Usually it is nothing «ore than the passing-on of info-
rmation from one friend to another without regard to any
formal organizational lines. Often there is a clique of
secretaries to the top executives who keep each other in-
formed as to what is going on. Sometimes there ^re lunch-
eon groups of supervisors fr .an various departments which
)le them to trade news of changes and developments,
and of rumors and > oso
'
p ''bout what is going on through-
out the company. Individuals have friends in various
organizations from whom they can get off-the-record in-
formation and keep in touch with those organisations, tag
to v/hom thoy are careful to give similar information
informal reports. The successful operation of the grape-
vine, however, is aependenfluUpon the discretion with
which each person uses the information it brings him. If
Jim tells Joe at lunch that his department is having
trouble on certain job, and Joe goes around talking
about the trouble th t J&m is having, it usually enas up
with Jim being mad at Joe and feeling that he can not
trust him. And from then on, Jim eitaer uvoida Joe or is
reful not to tell him anything that should be treated
confidentially. 1
As was indicated in Chapter I, the possible number of
relationships among small groups of five or six people is J26 for
romp of five and 57 for a group of six. The branches of the
v i-iy therefore be ,uite complex andecreate an intricate
Gardner, Burleigh B.
, lag l.iooro, David «:>. , Human
Relations In Industry
. ( j. Irwin", i'ne-
Chicago), Kevised Edition, 1950, p. 44.
-
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network. As Barnard indicates the leadership which emerges results
in making formality out of informality. If communications exist at
all, and they must exist if the enterprise is to continue, the
grapevine will always be present in some degree. The grapevine is
more widespread in the lateral flow of communications. This is in-
herent from the organization structure. Lines of authority, or the
formalized channels of communications, are shown in organization
cherts, etc. Employees are aware of them by the mere fact fc&at
they see part of the "boss" elements of the plant daily. The
(lener *er, Plant Superintendent, Department Head, or Div-
ision Officer in random plant tours or wherever seen by the worker
automatically symbolize the formality of the organization. Also,
such appearances provide the "spark" for additional grapevine
communications. This does not necessarily indicate an unhealthy
situation, but can be an element of good. The mere fact that the
"Big Boss" was seen in the shops or along the line can leave a
feeling of interest in the worker* s welfare . The foreman or section
head may himself mike judicious use of the grapevine In such oas? s.
In order to keep the grapevine under control, the question
of "What should be communicated?" ought to be considered. Johnson &
Johnson Co.* list three categories of faots to be communicated:
(a) Those nnat must e told. They are things that directly and
rather immediately affect a man on his job. These include work
assiggm«nts, work flow in offices, machine repair, materials, pay,
methods of operation, overtime, hours, safety, rules and re^ulati ,
^"Conference Outline on Communicatio.s" , Johnson & Johnson









duties, responsibilities, etc. (b) Those that should be told.
These are facts a l little less direotly or less immediately connected
with the work operations or the physical conditions surrounding
the job. These facts include those necessary to coordinate ones*
work with that of other people or other departments. They deal a
little more with the future and th^t physical environment which
is a little distant from the job. They include vacation policy,
company services, recreation, management , olicy, departmental organ-
ization, the place of the Job in the whole scheme of things, expect-
ed standards of personal conduct, the finished product, anticipated
changes influencing the man, the job, or the department, (c) Those
things that it would, be nice to tell. These might be thought of by
some as luxury items. They deal broadly with the company, its
organization, its leaders, its economy, its plans for growth and
expansion, the company product lines, its advertising, saxes, re-
3earch, legal, and manufacturing departments and their problems,
broad company policy, the economic order, citizenship, etc.
The premises of the International Harvester Company*
3
program* for informing employees (what to communicate) is:
1. Every employee has the right to know what the oompany
does, how it does it, why it does it, and who benefits
from it. The officers of the oompany recognize that
employees have a vital interest in the company because
what it doe3 effects their personal welfare.
2. Employees are more cooperative and efficient if they
know how the contributions of their work fits into
the activities and r 4tt#tf of the company.
orkers ;re intelligent and reasonable people. ..hen
3CT0B
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they hove the same information :is management, they will
probably reach the same conclusiona, provided all parties
are sincerely and honestly aware of their responsibilities
and do their best to live up to then.l
The two examples given -bove Bhow with considerable em-
phasis that fncts are what should be communicated. This is in
keeping with a principle of communications - Be Specific ] If
inform it jn is not fact but opinion, it must be clearly under-
stood by the recipient that each is the case. The foreman in this
level of section corarruni cations i3 again in u strategic ,,osition
to augment the communications system. For his level, he is the
person from whom the workers expect to get the facts. A simple
conclusion to both questions of "when" and "what" in communi cations
is that facts should be continuously told . By complying with this
simple statement, enough pertinent factual information is inject-
ed into the formal comnunioati ons stream to "feed" the informal
rapevine channels. Thus, the grapevine becomes an asset and an
essential adju®n/t of formal relationships. Stated another y, &
the "why", "what" and "when" of the formal com. .unic :>tions is the
soil in which the grapevine has its roots. *s long as t, is is true
the grapevine can be encouraged to flourish in the manner which
will increase the company 1 s effectiveness, but as soon as it begins
to feed on "foreign" soil its fruit will also be foreign to the
company. Again, the foreman is the man on the spot who can deal with
the situation mo3t readily; he can detect the foreign elements in
the soil ?nd either remove or neutralize them. Application of
speoificness can be of material assistance in this; when rumors r^
•r, >,iil;rd 3., md Kleemeier, Robert W., Human
Relations in supervision
, (IfoOraw - Hill Book Co:








his ears, or he overhears such remarks as "they say", "several
fello.s told ne", "the boys in shipping heard", etc. he is able
to straighten the branches of the grapevine by re.ioving these gen-
eralities and obtaining specific cases, Thi3 prevents undue dis-
tortion of f;jct,s. When the grapevine is in the proper soil, there
will emerge as a result of these informal oomniuni oat ions much
material for formalizing and which will generalfce^dditional upward
flow. The grapevine may often be an accurate "pulse" by which to
guage the overall health of the business, a good grapevine may be
an indicator of hi>.;h morale.
Another form of lateral com^uni cations which has more to
do with the needs of the job, rather than the needs of the people
as the grapevine is suspected of doing, is that which is kno\ n
by Henri Payol's term of "bridging,"
Let us suppose that it is necessary to put function F in
communication with function ?, in UB undertaking whose
hierarchy is represented by the double ladder Q~A*>Q« In
order to follow the hierarchic ohannel, we should h^ve
to climb the ladder from F to A and then go down from
to P, stoppin oh rung, and then repeat this Journey







It is clearly rauc; -d Luicker to go st
from F to P usin^ the bridge F-P, and this \ is
most frequently done. The hierarchic principle will be
safeguarded if K and htive authorized their respective
subordinates, F and P f to enter into direct relations,
<nd the 3itu tion will, finally, be perfectly in order
if F and P immediately tell their respective chiefs vthat
•m iw
j)' 1
. ; >'.. < •
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they have agreed to do# 3o long as F and t remain in
attt and their actions are approved by their im-
mediate supervisors, direct relations can be continued,
but as soon as either of these conditions cease to exi3t,
direct relntions rau3t stop and the hierarchic channel be
resumed.
The use of the bridge is simple, wv-.»ift, and 3ure; it
allows the two employees F and P, in one meeting of a
few hours, to deal with a question which by the hier-
archic channel would ^o through twenty transmissions,
inconvenience majiy people, entail an enormous amount
of writing, and waste reeks or months in arriving at a
solution**
The aoove descriptive situation is, of course, in keeping
with the principle of keeping communications lines as short
as direct as possible. In my opinion, i3 does not necessarily
follow that twenty transmissions would result. I and could
"bridge" regarding matters upon which I and P were unable to agree,
_ong as D and N were informed, etc. This "bridging" or cross-
channeling is in essence another name for cooperation aid coord-
ination. It was noted earlier in Chapter I that cooperativenes3
I upon the foundation, Communications. Coordinat on is nec-
-y in any successful oo.OHB.ai activity, When two or more co-
ordinate, cooler tiveness results!
La principle of a short and direct co tions line
does not violate the principle that the complete line should usually
be used, if viewed in the light of harmonious relationship. The
formal line is used up to that oint where a harmonious "bridging"
will result, both these principles are la
:
,re at easure dependent
upon oroad company policies of extent of delegation of authorities





will generally be in keeping vvith the foreman's understanding
of those broader organizational concepts.
In summation of section communications, the foreman is
the focal point. He is at the bottom of the i'or.-l lines or auth-
ority and communications. He is the spokesman for the plant at the
level where it counts most in plant effectiveness. His intin cy
with the work and the workers results in situation unique in com-
parison to other levels of management. Gardner and I oore express
it thusly:
....he (foreman) is, to a considerable e/.tent, the one who
interprets aient to the workers; he is, to Large
degree, the only representative of management with whom
the workers have much contoct; he is the one who imposes
management's controls upon them. For this reason he h s
an important influence upon their attitudes toward the
job, the management, sad the company generilly. He is
the one who can most directly affect their morale and
loyalty. 1
To this array might be added he j.s man-to-man on the
job, the very essence of cooperation. He is in the enviable pos-
ition of being able to make greatest use of the most effective
form of communications, i.e., oral, direct, face-to-face. T, is
is without question the M it effective type for inculcating pride
of person, pride in Job, c.nd pride in association with the plant
as a whole. The plant, therefore, that ha3 outstanding forem n-
will have en exoellent communication system. If communications
worked aroperly at ill levels except the section (foreman) level,
the plant would remain ineffective. The poor foremen thv.art good
nic-itions; hence, a study of what makes good foremen would










seem to be in order. The next chapter frill partly concern it-




In Chapter II, much emphasis was given to oral or
spoken, fao«~to-fao« communications. It was so intended, when-
ever possible, and in most plants it should usually be possible
at all times, primary reliance should be placed upon that med-
ium for the single reason of effectiveness. Every reference
available agrees on that point. This does not preclude other media
such os bulletin boards, time card "tips", pay envelope messa t >
,
etc., but media of these types usually have their origin above
the section level. One of the missions of Division communications
would therefore aonear to be the establishment or development of
devices that contribute to the enhancement of the section man-to-
man relationships. For obvious reasons, the Division Officer ought
not to contact the workers personally, (Exceptions may be made if
life is at stake or a grave emergency arises, etc.) This violates
organizational .md eommuni cat ions principles, jiven though the
Division Officer is one step further removed from the workers, it
does not preclude an intereaction or identification with the
workers and with the foreman as go-between. Figuratively, the
situations could be depicted in three general ways. (A) The
foreign identified with the workers, or (B) the foreman identified
with the Division Officer, or (C) the Division integrated as a






the Division. For example: 1
Strong Barriers
Minimum Interaction
Figure A. Foreman Identified With Workers
Strong Barriers
Minimum Interact i onX Free
InteraotionN
Figure B. Foreman Identified With Division Officer
^ Jtrong
Identification\ Foreman
Figure C. Integration and Identification of Division
as a Unit. No Barriers.













In such cases as Figure G above, "we see very easy-
interactions between workers, forMilln , <nd Division Officer, and
the Division Officer is usually in close touch with the details
of the job and with the individuals. The foreman feels very com-
fortable under these conditions, soes not worry about the pres-
ence of the Division Officer, and does not need to cover up mis-
takes or try to protect the group, since theboss can be trusted.
In many instances of this kind, the whole division stands as a
unit against outside pressures or against demands from above,
ably these are the most comfortable and satisfactory v*ork
situations for the foreman and the workers. "^
I agree with that comment except on the point of close
touch Detv een individuals and the Division Officer, if it is
meant by that instructions on the "how-to" of the work, etc. That
is a matter for the foreman, but as I tried to show in Figure C,
the lack of barriers and the harmony existing are results of an
integrated communications system. I .ssume that what was intended
by "close touch" was that comnuni cations could be rapidly trans-
mitted.
The Division Officer has functions which are quite dif-
ferent from those of the section head. He need not be as familiar,
technically, with the work. He is concerned with a gre <ter volume
of the written media of com: unict ions than is the foreman. He
tends to use more written media in co . .unicating up the line than
does the foreman, tiany upward com <unic .tions which origin te with
^Gardner & Moore, p,n r.it., p. oO. (Figures a and B and
the quoted statement used Department in lieu of
Division, but the iaM level whs referred to. I,









the workers or the foreman ere condensed to writing Qt this level
before continuing upward. The coordinating aspects of the Jivis.on
Officer^ job are more extensive than are those below his level.
i.uoh of the detailed information needed for coordination
can be provided by working papers that follow on established path
from one division to another or between departments and divisions,
ritten reports are frequent. This does not mean that the Division
Officer has lever or less mafcked leadership attributes than the
foreman; the converse is true. The Dis^ion Officer should have
greater abilities as a leader, and by his example will the stand-
ards be set.
One very important means which the Division Officer h s
at his disposal for improving communications is the Supervisor
Training Program. The personnel Department may attend to many of
the details of such a program, but 1 believe that active p£fftloi-
pation by the Division Officer is essential also. It assumes xuore
realism for the foremen if their "bosses" are helping to run the
program. Also, the Division Officer will make greater use of psy-
chological aids in communication. Examples of this would be round
tables in the Division conference room so all are "equals", li
green paint on the walls, proper room temperature, graphs or other
dramatic "props" to highlight key points, etc. Goch media contrib-
ute to the effectiveness of the raan-to-iian t^lks between the Div-
ision Officer and his forien. The subject natter of these meetings





foreman level meetings. This is an oxoellent opportunity for the
Division Officer to "teach the teachers." Therefore, augmenting
the "shop" talk with 1 executive-development type periods
is a worthwhile communi cat. ions device. It is creative. It shows
the foremen Lhat continuity of the business is expected; that
the Division officer is willing to develop a replacement; t
media which improve the individual will improve the plant as well
and give greater feeling of security on the job.
it the Division level, also, it is very important to
reoognize the power of the simple spoken question. Mr. K. 3.
Kannaford diagrams it as follows
z
1
Problem Use of questions by Conference
Leader to get ideas and reactions
How question
Originated
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toaetioni are powerful because they require an answer.
The Division Officer being farther removed from the work is apt to
know less about the progress at a particular moment than the fore-





to be more interrogatory, on the whole, than were the foreman'
devices. vue3tions are good salesmen too. In explaining Chan es
of procedure, etc. to foremen, the Division Ofiicer can by con-
sciously selecting the right basic type of question use it to get
the result he wants and at the same time leave an .^..pression of
participation on the part of the foreman.
The Division Officer has more opportunity than the fore-
man does to voice hi3 opinions, to see the processes of decision-
making, and possibly to influence them; and he generally has more
of a feeling of balng a part of management.-1- It follows from this
that he is more concerned with overall planning aspects than is
the foreman, as a result of his planning or creativeness he may
develop plans which when approved will affect the workers. In my
opinion, in such cases, the Division Officer should be guided by
the proposition that — In general, originnl coranuni cutions of the
Division Officer which will affect the workdBraud which require
higher approval should first be coia;„unicated downward, for foreman's
information and reaction, before r;eing transmitted upward for
approval . There are advantages in this procedure. First, the fore-
man may help in crystallizing the contemplated action or he may
have a better idea of his own to offer as a substitute. Secondly,
greater feelings of confidence are created between Division Officer
and foremen. Third, the foreman is not caught short; he v ill have
inning to do also. Fourth, by having had at least a little
ng to do with it, he Vvill feel wore kindly disposed to- rd
it, even though he may not agree with it one hundred percent. The














most prominent drawback to the general proposition as advanced
above is that it is tine-consuming. If speed is of the essence, it
may require simultaneous movement in both directions. Dmmward for
implementation and upward for approval and making known the fact
that it has been implemented downward and giving reasons therefor.
Generally speaking, the Division Officer's task of making
himself understood to his eestion he ds or foremen is his most
aortant task. In a large part of this process, the Division Off-
icer will be passing on (communication down) orders or instruct-
ions received from Department or higher levels. The job does not
end at this point, however, as communication is more than an
order-giving function.
There is need to find out whether or not orders are
being carried out and want resistance they are meeting.
Management that understands reactions to orders is in a
position to shape orders in t manner that will cause
them to be carried out more whole-heartedly, more fully,
and more expeditiously.!
The aection head, or foreman, makes an additional interp-
retation of orders fge-eived by him. This interpretation i3 to the
workers and the workers accept such interpretation as the intention
of management. The Division Officer must therefore concern him-
self with the uoward comraunic tion from the foremantto him, not
only as to the results of the order as intrepreted by the foreman
to the workers, but nlso, in some instances, he may need to know
what the foreman's interpretations were. Both the Division Off-
icer and foreman should have a working knovled e or familiarity
with cert ; n principles regarding orders.
HlcLarney, William J., Management draining
.
(Richard D.




Shown below is one author's listing of such principles. 1
VERBAL ORDERS
When to Use Verbal Orders
1. When the order is 3imple.
2. When a demonstration is to accompany it.
3. When it affects only a small group of people.
4. When it is to be carried out at that tine and
place - not on another 3hift or location.
Steps In Giving Verbal Orders
1. Require complete attention.
2. Give the order clearly and in a manner suited
to the receiver.
3. Give a demonstration if necessary.
4. Point out imj difficulties or hazards to watch
for in carrying it out.
5. Then find out whether the receiver understands
what is expected of him; if necessary, have him
repeat the main points.
Steps In Receiving Verbal Orders
1. Listen intently.
2. Sort the information in terms of Who? What?
where? When? Why? and How?
6. /isK to oe shown if necessary.
4. Get it in writing if it is too detailed or
complicated to remember.
Reasons Why Verbal Orders Are Illsunderstood
1, Speaking indistinctly.
2, Giving orders where there is too much noise or
confusion.
3, Using words that are unfamiliar to the listen< r.
ssuming that the listener knows what the order-
giver has in mind.
5. Giving orders th it are incomplete or sketchy.
'.RITTKN 0RDER3
When To Use Written Orders
en the worker is slow to grasp ideas far
is forgetful.
hen precise fMures or comnlic-ted det ils
are involved.
hen the sequence is %m ortant and needs to
be followed exactly.





b. ;,hen the work is to be done at a distance from
the oraer-giver.
6. When it is desired to hold the vorker or
department strictly accountable.
7. /hen a reoord is needed, or the order will h ve
to be referred to Inter.
Why Written Orders Are Kisunder3tood
1. The word3 used do not have clear and definite
meanings.
£. The sentence structure is faulty (e.g., Throw
the horse over the fence some hay).
3. Too many words in and overelaborate arrangement
make the order complicated,
4« The instructions are not arranged in logical sequence.
The Division Officer also has an equal or greater res-
ponsibility for knowing his men than the foreman has in know*
.is men. If the Division Officer knows his foremen, he can
"tailor" the order to fit the receiver. In knowing , we might set
forth the ie principles as a gui*e, (In the sense as U3ed in the
foot-noted reference below, t .is "knowing" pertained to a pub-
lic relations specialist and the public, meaning the oommunity.
However, public relations has many publics - plant and government;
plant oc employees; plant at community; plant fc union; plant ec
customers; plant & owners; plant and industry, etc. I hart taken
the liberty of substituting tne word foreman for public In j.i.,ting
these Driaciples as I believe it is equally applicable, and it
stresses the extent to which such knowledge can assist the Division
Officer in giving orders to his foremen.
)
Know your fore:
Know what he thinks.
why he thinks so.
Know how he arrives at his conclusions.
1
The Division Officer's job in knov/i.-v- g is
Iwright, J. Handly, and Christian, Byron H. , Public
^•.tlons in I.lanager.ient t (Mclrnw - }<ill Book Co.
,
Inc: N.Y. , London, Toronto), 1949, p. 20.
•.
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perhaps not as complicated aa is the foreman's job in knowing his
men. The level of intelligence and experience of the foremen is
likely to be higher than that of the workers. Also, the foreman
will generally have more workers reporting to him than the number
of foremen reporting to the Division Officer. In addition, each
foremen will need to know the other foremen within the Division.
If both the foreman and the Division Officer perform their job of
knowing in keeping with the four principles listed above then the
situation depicted earlier in Figure C will be realized r:nd
the entire Division will be molded into an effective team. Need-
less to say, the communications problems will be simplified. A
knowledge of human behavior is a potent thing in industrial man-
agement,
For the members of the team to be effectively coordinated,
in theory, each must have a knowledge of the behavior of
all others as a basis for determining his own behavior.
Thus, the more profound meaning of coordination is not
a mechanical putting together of automatons called or-
ganization members. If individual initiative is to oe
retained in appropriate degree in the organization, then
the individual must h^ve enough knowledge to coordinate
his actions with others effect vely. This is the more
;iificant sense of coordination and its basis in
communicati on ,
1
This is exactly what players do in a football gnne or a
me, etc. They know one another and know what to expect
•ana of signals, bids, etc. and each player has an acourate
expectation as to what his teammates will do and he can determine
the ">r per means for cooperation toward the common goal. Knowledge
of this type makes smooth and easy the iving and receiving of
orders.
t
^Dubin, Robert, Human nelations in ..dmiri ii-r tion
,











ith re , rd to orders, management needs to knov that an
order has been carried out, and it needs to know also
how that order was received, whether it met resistance
or caused resentment, how lon^ it took to adjust to it,
and how well it is working. Management also needs to
',et the specialized knowledge of subordinates piped to
it up the line of cuminuni cat ions. Otherwise how can
this information be utilized at the top? How can im-
provements e made in the work situation if those in
a position to aaka them do not know what improvements
are needed.
'IVo-way communications is an 'impropriate summation of
these processes of
.
proper orders, knowledge of people, end the
Division as an Integrated unit. Teamwork has been defined as en-
lightened self-interest. The enlightenment comes WW in the re- #
tion that as a part of a group each individual can enhance
himself more than by being a "lone-wolf." Two-way communications
between the Division Officer and the foremen generate mutual un-
derstanding and confidence, it has been atated that:
This kind of mutual understanding comes about only through
frequent and candid exchange of views. Open give-and-t
improves the executive*^ knowledge as welx as that of his h
subordinates, and enabj.es the subordinates to aerceive the
boss as an aid rather than a threat (knowledge refers to
knowledge of operati ns)....V,hen misunderstandings do
occur, they can be eliminated most quickly if an executive's
questions are regarded as bona fide inquiries, not preludes
to criticism. An agreement freely entered into can be re-
. fined, altered, tad clarified as action is taken on the
basis of it. 2
?ht Division Officer in Requiring knowledge of people with
whom he is associated in the plant will al.o i.he foremen
and the workers want from their jobs. It is information of this typa
that management should be particularly interested in. ouch infor .-
ation should receive priority handling in up ard communications.
^•McLarney, op cit .
,











Charles P. I.-cCormick, President of McOormiek & Company,
st rites, "I think there are only five basic factors that employees
want from their jobs: 1. Fair Pmjr«««« 1« security.... 3. Opport-
unity.... 4. Recognition..., 5. participation...." 1 Without a good
communications system top management may never know the desires
of its people, or equally bad in some cases, may learn it too late
In conference type meetings, at all levels, one effective
tunicetion medium is the pictorial or graphic form. One author
has stated, "Ideally, a writer should never use words to commun-
icate something that can more effectively be comnunic -ted by a
picture." 2 Even though the statement pertains to written material,
^lies, I am sure, as well vhen augmenting the spoken word.
A certain amount of care must be U3ed in the preparation of such
material. If it isn't self-explanatory or easily understood with
the aid of iegends, etc., it must be supplemented with additional
information either oral or written. It is generally accepted that
oral communications should be used whenever possible. Their effect-
iveness is rapidly being recognized by many man v ements which here-
tofore had shrugged off any ideas of oral communication to massed
groups of em- Loyees. This change has resulted not from an unaware-
ness of the oral medium, Put from the realisation that employees
were interested in the plant '-.nd its policies and how It might
ct their jobs, etc. as a generality, I think it could be said
that most businesses were slow in recognizing this fict. This
also might more accurately be thought of as an outgrowth of the
^McCormic-
,
Charles P., The power of .teople
.
(Harper k
Bros: N.Y. & London), 1949, p. 7.
Bryson, Lyman, The Coiomunic; tion of Ideas
,
(Harper &




e in comnunic tion systems. 41 soon as the attempt to con-
vert the one- 1, ay jystem to a two-way system was made, information
previously blocked came to the attention of the top executives.
These executives are the people who must establish the system
and see that it works. There are, of course, other reasons sue!
the fceend in changes in ownership of large corporations, unions, etc
out such is outside the province of this report.
Oral methods of communication .,re effective because they
satisfy basic desires for recognition, participation,
and self-realia tion by direct personal contacts between
.ent and employees and between various levels of
management. Conversation can foster understanding, thus
elimin oh of the mystery which interferes with
production and job satisfaction. •*-
en the need arises, the Division Officer must b« able
to interpret correctly or explain any written communication to
those subordinate to him* The oral explanation is best. All authors
and Industrial delations S] eoialists are in I freemen t on this
at
.
Oral communication is the preferred means of c^ tion
in business. Contrasted with written communication it is
ter, easier, more personal, and often more economi-
cal No function of business is accomplished with-
out being furthered by oral co muni cation - whether it
be finance, purchasing, manufacturing, distribution,
accounting, personnel or administration. Ko group of
persons or individuals in an organization arc untouched
by oral communication - whether they be employee, super-
visory, managenent, or administrative personnel. Oral
communications must re used in personal or group relat-
ions with emoloyees, with customers, with stoekholders,
with the government, with the public, and with local,
te, nd national business and trade associations.
Oral communication holds first place, it is preferred
always where its use is economical and where the written
record i3 not essential.*'
1Peters, Raymond ., Jo , . i:nic tions ..ithin Industry
,
ver & Bros: N.Y. ) , 19-* 9, p. 76.
2Marston, Everett c. , Thompson, coring If., and ^acher,






In presenting information either orally or in writing,
the Division Officer should comply with the principles of Brevity ,
Conciseness , Clarity , and, of course, be Factual . This seems
rather obvious, but these principle:; are easily violated. Clarity
may be sacrificed 'ay being too brief; conciseness may result in
incompleteness; questions may be discouraged oy too strict adher-
ence to these principles, and this might be interpreted by fore-
men as indicating a perfunctory attitude by the Division Officer;
omissions of pertinent facts may result from attempting to be too
brief, etc. On the otherhand, an oral communication which pre-
sents all the facts in a brief, clear, calm, and pleasant manner
and in simple terms which the listeners can comprehend is as "sure-
fire" as any communications medium can be. It stimulates thinking
which leads to the creation of new ideas.
Like other aspects of administration, communications must
be planned too. The Division Officer will have satisfied virtually
every principle of communication if in presenting it he has furnished
the correct answers to Who? What? When? Where? Why? and How? The
mental processes involved will become practically automatic in
these as the individual gains experience on the job. This is not
happenstance, however. It is the result of planning, planning, and
more planning! Knowledge and experience gained from associations
with people on the job can be very stimulating; and if the Division
Officer h s failed to answer any one of the six little questions,
his alert foremen will probably remind him of it. The power of






Rudyard Kipling once otated:
I have six hones l serving-men
(They taught me all I knew);
Their . re what and 'why and .,hen
And How and Where and Y»rho.
Al30, there is a pMSAgi somewhere in the Bible to the
effect that "Iron 3harpeneth iron." The Division Officer, when in
dealings with others, and particularly his subordinates, can
stimulate them to cross swords with him in an exchange of ideas
and make them feel as free to refer information up as he is in
referring it (and instructions) down will surely have accomplished
is goal of two-way communications between the Division and Sect-
ion levels. The remaining areas with which the Division Officer
must concern himself are upward and lateral communications. In
general, the same procedures apply regardless of the direction of
the communication, but one general rule in upward communication is
that of more sum.ary presentation . The Department Head has renter
responsibilities and more comple;; problems than the Divisi n Off-
i; hence, the upward communication will more frequently
time the character of a written report. There v. ill probably be
an established report system as part of the communication network.
"The distinctive thing about an established report system i3 that
it specifies who is to make out the report, what information is
to be included, when it should be prepared and to whom it should
be sent."l Again, one may note the little questions.
Lateral co nunic.tions at the Division level assume a
ree of formality than at the lower levels. Often, one
^-Newman, William H. , Ati : . 1 yj iCtlon . (Prentice -
Hall, Inc: New York), 1951, p. 397.
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may note on organization charts where top management has honor-
ed such relationships it the Division and Department levels with
the "broken-line" denoting coordin tion. Lateral communications
division and higher levels are less ""rapevine" in nature.
The Division Officer, as well as all others, should
constantly keep in nind the fact that it can ce shown th t
"Communications" i3 only ten-fourteenths of "Human Relations",
but "Human Halations" is eleven-fourteenths of "OOMMU&l cat ions,"
(Cancel out letters comiion to each and prove it to yourself.)





In this chapter, I will consider comuunications for
Department and higher levels as an entity. I realize that this
is rather sparse coverage but much of the same comment regarding
communications would be pertinent to the "top management" level
also. Communications, particularly >t this level, needs to be an-
alyzed in relation to the purpose of the busine. s. It i3 reason-
able to assume that the principal purpose of most businesses is
to produce profits.
Alon^ witn other pursuits of business, the purpose of
communications is to produce profits, without profits,
no business can either 3 tisfy it3 owners or endure.
3o it is easy to understand why managements direct their
attention primarily to profits and only secondarily to
the people who , roduce those earnings. This focus on
money values in daily activities tends to dehumanize
communication and thus to blunt its effectiveness.
^
There are some striking examples of businesses which
have enhanced their profits when communi cations were more
"humanized." Lincoln Electric Company and I'eCormick and Company
are perhaos the outstanding examples. Even 30, enough other evi-
dence is available to present a strong case in proving the com-
ment above. The Department Head and higher executives whould
therefore consider the* one of their important duties (if not the
mo3t important) is to enhance the effectiveness of plant eommun-
tion. This is the wedge which will remove obstacles to tvo-










improve the eomnunication system.
This is best accomplished by recognizing that the em-
ployees Fare people who spend about one-tnird of their lives in
the plant. More tine is spent there than with thfcir families if
t : me in bed is ignored. They deserve more consideration th«»n they
often get* The matters which will affect the workers will, ines-
capably, affect the plant too. Hence, management must inform the
workers on matters which v-ill affect them, rather than let t
leirn for themselves. Management must be hon(3ejt in passing this
information along. The remark of Abraham Linclon that you can
fool some of the people all of the time, all of the people some of
the time, but you can't fool all of the people all of the time, is
applicable here. Even a slight indication of dishonest intent or
misrepresentation or poor faith in top executive co nunioatiOAl
will result in destroying or negating all the coordination or co-
opers tiveness which the Division and lower levels may have ere
through their communications effectiveness.
It is imperative, then, th it Department and higher levels
foster and encourage devices which improve oomiAmic tions. The
physic I ctions of management can be a valuable means toward this
end. For instance, the president of I.onsanto Chemical company was
in Texas C ty, Texas within hours of that disaster, his presence
there and the asjurances given to the employees of that branch
plant and his sincere expressions of sympathy to the anguished and
bereaved workers* families created more goodwill than could poss-
ibly be i. i c could h.ve .. emained in the home office and
•ft






sent es saying the same identical things -s he said at the
scene of the disaster but the effectiveness would not have been
nearly so ^reat. Kis presence at the scene, in part, accounted
for this difference. Thus, the setting or the environment in which
uni cations take plaee I >n their effectiveness. .\n
alert management will not only pay attention to what is communi-
cated, but the time, place, and manner as well, i do not know
personally as I haven* t researched the intter, but I dare jay that
the climate for the pers nal appearance of the nresident of the
^ny had been slowly established as a result of past trips
even though under different circumstances. The past contributed to
the present. A communication is like a link in a chain, what may
appear to be a separate thing is in reality connected to hat has
transpired in the past and conditions, to some extent, what
transoire in the future. This is basic. It is simply an extension
of the c ntinuity of communications.
I believe that trips by top executives are e^ood comiaun-
?rs , if properly used. The "tour" does not n ed to be a formal
inspection type of Drocedure and is apt to be better if it isn't.
The workers often assume that the "Bitf Boss" has a "what's wrong"
attitude when he niakes a formal ins ecti on, A tour with sincere
ienientary remarks to the deserving parties is both g. od hu:. n
rid plant con iunications. Criticize in rivate but praise
in public is 3 und coamunio tions. The Production Department he d
who says to the foreman within light and sound of the workers
th.t the cti-.itomers were especially wo.li pie, sod with the 1 .st run
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of thing^-ma jigs from their shop is creating a good comnuni cations
climate. Again, we see the benefits of oral comnuni cation.
would hare been the effect if he had publicly blamed or criticized
when the customer expressed displeasure of the product?
Walter P. Chrysler was one of the nation's great indus-
trialists and he was an advocate of speaking personally to people
whenever pos. ible. He did not forget that he was once a worker in
overalls himself. Here is a conversation between fir. Chrysler and
ndow cleaner when ;.r. Chrysler and : he collaborator of
autobiography, Mr. Sparkes, made a sudden reappearance in Chrysler's
private office high up in the Chrysler building, 1
This one (window cleaner) was sullen faced as he hastily
gathered up his bucket, qussges, and BhSBOia cioth, Then
r, Chrysler spoke to him.
t's your hurry, Son?"
"You're busy. I'm getting out."
"Son, you don't hove to get , t paid by the windoi
,
don't you?"
an't I bother you, Mr. Chrysler?"
"No, and if I am bothering you, I'll use another room
until you're finished."
When the window panes were clean and the man had vanished,
Mr. Chrysler made a somewhat cryptic remark, "I've ceen
a nut ahout that for ye rs."
V;" ( r. ;>arkes)
"Taking pains to make any workman I come across know t.
1 don't think I'm better than he is. Unless I do, he
will* leave here some night. I find things to
say. 'It's a bad day' or 'Kind of cold out' or some-
thing. 1 speak coming and I speak going. If the fOO
__
man -.t the information desk on the ground floor his his
'Chrysler, waiter P., Life or . c c u orkman . in
collaboration with Boydan Sparkes, (Dodd, i.e^.d and
any: New York), li/50, p. ^14,
:.)ven9ifw
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b'^ck turned, I m^ke a point of it; he's got to speak to
:. I say, Good night, Son.*"
Iter Chrysler was an individualist, he worked hard md
expected those whom he supervised to work hard, but he was a keen
student of human nature as well, .'ids study taught him patience,
something he lacked in early life, jiariy in liis journey:- B th-
at career he stated, "....in the shops i was learning more and
more; 1 learned something from every good mechanic with whom 1
worked; I learned the workings of a variety of engines; I learned
shop practices; but most important, I learned a lot about MR, tad
3till more about Walter Chrysler." 1
Top executives in establishing a communications system
or in improving an existing system might very appropriately be
guided by some of the pitfalls or shortcomings of employer-
employee communic tions. Here is one such listing. 2
The Company's communic i tions program was built on a
one -v. ay basis.
Company's program w .s unrealistic.
rne Company's program was erratic and synthetic.
ro rem was not geared to c; nge of conditions.
Fhi program lacked personalization,
xhe stride program within management lucked direction.
And here are the suggestions for improvement as listed:
1. Get your oommttnloationi basically on msn-to-man
basi3.
2. Find out what employees want to know. jTind out what's
bothering them.
3. Put your communic tions devices to work on your
ablems.
. Be sure the person who directs your communications
can direct the::; under fire.
5 a In ta.ie of labor aeace, study the communications
devices avail' ble to you during a 3trike.
X I id
. , p. 68.
2
"The Collapse of Com.- unic tions," The Management Review
.
American Management Association, July, 1\»52, p. 4: 7
I
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review of the shortcomings indicates also that sin-
cerity, flexiblity, continuity, and planning were lacking. Top
man gement (De.^t. Heads nnd higher) has a wealth of material and
effective communication! media which tl.ey may use, There are
"staff" channels which raay be utilized. If management has an i -
portant for the employees, the various media at their dds-
posal should be studied and the beat one (or better ones) selected.
Plant newspapers, bulletin boards, financial statements, employees
hanabook or manual, employees induction trainin
:
im, safety
program, radio and press, group conferences or mass meetings with
workers, recreation facilities, library, cafeteria, credit union
are a few examoles of media. Initially, the selection of proper
media may be a bit of a trial-and-error process. This can be (quick-
ly improved by analyzing results of surveys, or executive confer-
ence discussion, etc. One method hioh might be used would be for
the particular department that is preparing information to test it
on another • epartment. For example, the .accounting Department may
intend to express in laymen 9 ! language an analysis of the company's
financial position. Tha n.ccounting Department Head could with the
Production Department Head's permission "try it" on one of the
Division Officers in the Production Department. His reaction
, improvements. Also, a decision arrive*" at aa a result of
informal conferences may determine which media to use.
One will find that many >f the communications at the top
level are written. The content of many communications at this level





management intends to disseminate such information, statements of
Dolicy remaining buried in the minutes of committee meetings do
nothing to aid the worker in understanding the company's intent.
If workers will be affected, the policies should be explained to
them. Inasmuch as written mater. al is extensively used at t /el,
it follows that ^ny steps by which management could improve its
Lity of expression in writing would assist the communi cations
flow, k readable, personal letter can work wonu rs it an approp-
riate time and place. An example of good timing would be as soon
as a shop or section completes an accident-ire e ye- r of work,
write a personal congratulatory letter to each person involved.
The employee manual or handbook is very good for ai
employees. It can set them straight at the beginning. It should
be carefully prepared.
Four general rules seem to be almost universally sound
in writing an employee indoctrination booklet: (1) Be
exact, frank and fair in every word; (2) write in
simple, understandable language without condescension;
(3) make it interesting and persuasive without special
pleading so that the employee has a natural tendency
to take (.ride in his company and his prod ct sad his
•vice; (4) put far more do*s than don'ts in such a
booklet. It is eisy to get over the message as to
it be done without a verboten t;;iasphere in a single
raph, accomplishing that objective is perhaps the
mo t important teat of the validity of such a booklet.!
Throughout this report the aspects of coordination and
cooperativeness have been stressed and, at times, used almoet
synonmousl. with cOmmunio t ons. This near synonmity is not too
far amiss as evidenced b,;- Newman: "Since coordination is concerned
Vxriswold, Glen and 'Iriswold, Denny, Your public delations
.
the st ublic :a is handbook, (Funk and




with the interrelationships of separate activities, it cun oe no
better than the transfer of information about these activities to
some com.'.on point or points, where the dovetailing takes place.
Part of this transfer can come through informal contacts....; bat
the big bulk of it should cone through formal means of com unic-
atlone. Hence, the executive who is seeking to iriarove coordination
should make sure that there is a free end prompt j.'1oy. of pertinent
Operating data throughout the enterprise* Gore ea< uld oc taken in
designing the various forme and re; orta il ed, llnoe 18 v r-
orate uystem will not only add to expense, but may defeat the
perpose of providing the r gat data to the right man at the
,"1 The lesson hero should be obTloua to to. management.
In further discussing voluntary coordination, Newman lists ihe
following as aids: "Instill dominant objectives,... Develop
orally accepted customs and terms,. . Lncourage informal con-
tacts.... Provide liaison men wh re needed, ... U.se committees,. , ," £
Department Heads and higher executives have a vary good
unioatlone through their executive develop-
ment .3, A natural result of improving executive and leader-
ilities of division and section heads will be an improv' -
ment in fch c unic *tions system. Top management could, I believe,
perfo: jv.ee f they required all executives and partieularly
fore.: a; vision officers to do :,ome required reading of books
and a tides on leadership, how to conduct conferences, principles
of euperviaion, and o.,her related subjects,
^-Newman, Q-, cit







The mechanical media of comuun:. cat ions should not be
ignored. I have not given them much attention, intentionally so,
in this report. The person who en 3peak well f'ice-to-f -see en
generally perform equally wall over the telephone, "squawk box",
~>hone, -to. Mimeographs and hectographs, etc., re devices
for naas producing the written material. Thus, if an executive
k and write effectively it follows that the mechanical
c a are r.erely extensions of such abilities. These extensions
may m.ed to be used extensively to speed u; '^nd perfect the fio\
of ooBBunieat ons. Plant sponsored public speaking and v.riting
technique courses may be u,.,ed to impr vc executive le idersh^p. In
any event, the executive who must prepare written comnunic t.ons
should have a knowled e of a few principles which ns~ure clarity
in writing. One such list incluaes the following.
1
1. Keep sentencesaverage short, twenty words or less,
2. Keep sentences variable in length.
3. Prefer the sinple to the complex.
4. prefer the familiar to the farfetched.
5. Keep verbs active.
6. Avoid unnecess ry words.
7. Use terms your reader can picture.
8. Reiate to your reader's experience.
9. Y/rite as vou talk.
10. Y«'rite to EXpress rather than to Impress.
It is, I believe, enerally agreed that it is more dif-
ficult to obtain the same understanding in writing as in conver3-
ition, but it c^n e done and the executive should develop that
ability.
In training yourself to write ^ood letters, you'll have
to :e practical. You won't succeed the first day or the
__
fir^t month; but your letters will begn to improve im-
Peters, op cit
. , p« 149.
-
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mediatfDeJy. You may have to rewrite the more import
letters, if you find they are too wordy or airen't cle:)r.
Some letters you may send along, even if they aren't
perfect. But don't forget: Kvery letter is an Important
personal contact; there is no unimportant letter, if
it's not important , don't write it.l
(OP management should hart several devices at Its dis-
posal through which analylitical studies of communi cations c&n
be made. Examples would be a eutfgeatlos program, employee ques-
tionaires, surveys of various kinds and statistical analyses.
Careful study of these analyses can lead to improvement in com-
munications at their origin. The questioning attitude, as noted
throughout this report, Bust still be utilized at the Department
and higher levels. A critical analysis will question.
A convenient way to describe an act of communicati
la to nnsv/er the following questions: 2
Who (Control analysis)
Says wh t (Content analysis)
In which channel dia analysis)
To whom (Audience analysis)
With what effect? (Effect analysis)
Top .management should realize that ieadership is not a
constant thing, by that I mean that leadership is fluid; in dif-
ferent situations, different executives will e:;ert different in-
fluences. These influences vary according to the characteristics
of the interreiations between executives or between executives
and workers. The Production Depar art more lead-
ership in some situations; in others, it may be the personnel, or
Controller, or Sales Department, etc. The fine line of decision
:ld take into account the coordinating, in the mo -t ( j hie









fashion, of the various influences. Tnis isn»t too difficult as
good leaders will support each other. Loyalty is fostered when
anications originate which have the backing; of all depart-
ment heads. This loyalty will in turn permeate the entire organ-
ization and unite all element! n the fulfillment of the purposes
of the enterprise. That appears to be Utopian statement, but 1
nviaoed th t it is nevertheless a sound one. "Faint heart
never won Eair maiden" is perhaps a trite expression, but the imp-
lications apply equally as well to communi cat ions, any executive,
no natter where located in the managerial hierarchy, who portrays
any weaknesses in supporting management policies creates a breach
in the dikes which contain the communications stream.
Lateral communications at Department and higher levels
reaches its most effective form in committees and conference met-
hods, written records (minutes) are mainta.ned and the conclusions
reached are injected into the downward flow of communio itions. of
coi-rse, some screening may be done if it is contrary to plant or
public interest, i.e. secret research work, prod ,ct design and
develo merit. Jepart. ent h< tiOttl rly should oe on the alert
for .unications; if after a lapse of a reasonable til
there is no response to downward communicat , ons , it should serve
as a warning flag. ,ui investigation should be conducted to deter-
mine where the breakdown or bottleneck exists. Top management, by




"Communications is the r-.i./Jtity river on the ban ; s of which
business lefe is built. "1 We have seen that communications is a
constant thing. Nevertheless, it is n >t l static but rather e
dynamic force. In analogy, it can be compared to its "stream"
counterpart. When flowing serenely within its banks it can serve
the ?ood pur noses of creating goodwill, generative understanding,
and fulfilling the plant t;oals; but cio-sging the stream or creating'
turbulence will restrict the flow or muddy the water, either is
bad but a restricted flow is probably the greater of the two evixs
as the water level will rase until an outlet is found. In other
words, a poor two-way comnunications system is better, in aiy op-
inion, than a rigid one-way system, oteps to improve the former
Ld probably obtain greater results more quickly than the same
steps when u.;ed on the latter.
Communications is in large measure the element which
makes human relations workable. The gre at interest which busin
ad is currently taking to Improve their human relations
is of fairly recent origin. A glance at the bibliography to this
report reveals that, with but one or two exceptions, 1948 is the
le of references used, niso, the titles to the bib-
liographic material are somewhat sa- c;e3tive as to the different
Lch communications -re considered important. Leadership,
^Peters, op cit







jalesmanship, Ad] dnistration, Management, Human Relations, Public
Relations, etc. collectively .nd SOparatolj rely on communic tion
for effective implementation. This is so because of the fact that
people ere involved. People must communicate and if the plant
n't prov.de the chann Is, the penple in the r>lant will create
their own. Imra-olant co inuniCHtion3 is a two-way system :nd
involves human understanding. The lender or executive 3 a
good knowledge of human unders'. Ill h ve -ood c m unic -
tions ith them. He will realize that people differ; he \.ill vary
roach accordingly; and he will accomplish hi3 purposes
<se all persons lon^ for understanding. History is replete
imples of re -t leaders; and follow-, ry fellow the man who
understands them. Leaders need followers, otherwise they -.re not
leaders, une definition of a leader could easily be somethi.
lor to the following] A leader is an individual who can , :et others
to x nnt to do what he want 3 done, when he wants it dona, and in the
r in vhich he vamts it done . This ability o.viously requires
some form of expression; the r;rt of oxproooiOB t tions.
rd ess of one's ^osition in the plant, whether foreman or
Department head, nothing which anyone else ithin the ploat en
say or do will have as much effect on the people an individu 1
works with aa what the individual himself swys or does. The Pres-
ident of the Company may make some statement regarding company
affairs, but it will not mean as much to the workers at the benches
or lathes or on the ssembly liue3 as Lhe SOUS staatjecnt would
-•'lis 10l
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B if thfiejr foreman niade it. I atters directly affecting
certain people or segments ith i a plant should be communicated,
whenever possible, to those people by their immediate supervisors
in the organizational hierarchy. This is a direct and usually
face-to-face approach. It prevents distortions and rumors. It
provides more pure food for the grapevine. The grapevine can be
controlled to a considerable extent. However, a wort of caution
about the grapevine is appropo3 here. All grapevines are inforaal
means of communication, but not all informal means of com. .uni ca-
tion ^re grapevines. The grapevine is a powerful coi-u:.unic..tor,
but can become very untrustworthy. Some companies combat this
ncy by means of a "ruraor clinic." The prevalence of rumors
often indicates a bottleneck or breakdown of formal communicat-
ions. £,ven though informal c ntacts are, generally, to be enoour-
aged, they must be controlled.
There is not any substitute for the face-to-face, two-
way system of communications, it is effective. It is usually more
economical. It is quick and easy in execution. It permits "fixing"
of intent or purpose, as the sender can make sure the receiver
understands it thoroughly . It is my belief that any good commun-
c 'tions system must be built around the face-to-face medium and
the re-iter reliance upon it the better. A good two-way system
otes the give-and-t k- relationship. Neither side can be r
•11 times and compromises hay« to be . :. o f ct that co:f>-
romi3e and changes can be m ; de gracefuixy by both aides is in-









Morale grows out of the conditions nm which the members
of a group live and work. It is affected by their assoc-
iations with eaoh other, by their physic roundin ,
-<nd by their relatione wit!) other supervisors. It is a
condition which ft*J be strengthened or destroyed by con-
tacts, policies, aid leadership at any level in the or-
ization. A low raorale at any level of the organizati n
would inevitably be reflected in a low morale of the
workers. Morale reaches the lower levels of the organ-
ization by seeping down from above; it does n.-t rise
the ranks to influence the leadership.
The two-way system of communi cations which has its pri-
mary reliance on face-to-face conversation can lead to the "strong"
condlti :n which generates good raorale, and the seeping process, as
mentioned by Dr. Owens, can become a regular flow through improv-
ements in all areas of employer-employee relationships, physic 1
surroundings on and off the job, "fringe" benefits, and fair
s pay for a fair day*s work. Thi3 two-way mutual understanding
is more quickly reached when the leaders have a basic knowledge of
the aesires of the workers and various factors which stiaul .te the
workers. JE^ecutives should study the fundamentals of elementary
psychology. There are many psychological factors which can pro-
mote communications over and bove those basic stimuli which mot-
iv te individuals. 3oft nuaio piped throughout the plant, "irenic"
green conference rooms, 30und-proofmg or sound-deadening where
fe sible, "honor" systems, heavy layers of felt on conference
tables to discourage "fist-bangers", etc. are a few examples.
Communications must be b.sed on facts. Facts can only be
obtained by hearing both sides of any tetter• At the very least,
every bo - two sides. Onr t,ion, as mentioned before,
ns, Richard N., Management of Industrial ;',nt..rprises
.




in obtaining fact3 is to listen to what the employee h'-s to spy.
A person never learns by talking, lie only repeats that v/hioh he
h->s previously learned. You lean by listening. The executive
hen listening to an employees side of a stajuy should make sure
he baa all of the story. The employee vail be encouraged to tell
all if he has an attentive listener, often, grievance which an
employee thought he had vanishes when he can use the "safety
valve" of talking to let off steam. The employee will tend to
discuss future problems more freely with the supervisor who has
the ability to listen. Listening is therefore an important com-
munications device. There are other "silent" communi cations de-
vices which may be effective when properly used. A nod of the he^id,
a pleasant smile, shrug of the shoulders, and various other ges-
tures may speak louder than words and thus convey our thoughts or
desires more forcefully than speech.
sincerity should be a beacon within a plant. It promotes
m understanding. Management must not be afrel4 to admit mis-
ake3 them, and mistakes will occur 13 nothing can
erfect. Sincerity will permit a closer approach to p rfection,
and as this road is travelled many mistakes and problems can be
prevented. One of the best \.ays of handling problems is to prevent
them. In this respect, problems are like fire3. Preventing them
is better than coping v ith them after they h ve itartad* Also,
like fires, problems are nearly all the same size (small) at the





really wrong when it seems that everything is going wrong. Keeping
the ear tuned to the upward communications can detect many of these
jr ailments and remedial action can be instituted before a
problem develops or, if developed, before it can spread, when a
problem does occur, a sincere nanagnent will meet it squarely and \
promptly. This will assist in "winning" employees toward manage-
ment's side. Fdir and prompt action must have a oommunicat ions /v*jJUu+^
for its transmission.
A questioning attitude is a valuable communications de-
vice. Tactful questioning is a valuable aid in obtaining facts
upon which to base decisions. Such decisions are generally more
sound than decisions obtained on "voluntary" information, okillful
questioning can elicit information which the giver may think is
voluntary but which he night not have told otherwise* iiestions
keep the communications channels free. Through Questions management
determines what the workers want to know. Then after informing the
workers on these matters, the second and succeeding cyclee will be
more easily accomplished. Tlus, questions perpetuate communications
and secure understanding. The questions asked must not result in
any loss of the uride and dignity of an enployee. They must be
•hrased. i^ven t;,ou c;n personalities of different people
re involved, the questions iuust not become personal affair* be-
tween management and the worker, or employer and employee.
Top executives should, from time to time, see how the
other half lives, An occasional appearance among the shops can be
I'SOBM
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stimulating to both employer and employee. It does, I believe,
develop confidence particularly where the appearances do not re-
sult in any criticism from the executives. Generai Eisenhower,
in his Crusade in Europe , has the following to say on this sub-
ject:^ "I knew, of course, that iv Im of visit with even a few
men in a division would soon spread throughout the untt. This, I
felt, would enoourage men to talk to their superiors, and this
habit, I believe, promotes efficiency. There is, among the MM of
individuals who carry rifles in Mr, I gre^t amount of ingenuity
and initiative. If men can naturally and without restraint
to their officers, the products fif their resourcefulness become
available to all. Moreover, out of the habit .-.rows mutual confid-
ence, a feeling of partnership that is the essence of esprit de
corps . An Army fearful of its officers is never as good as one
th :t trusts and confides in its leaders."
Finally, the entire art of leadership is in very close
alliance with communication*. Cooperativeness, like comauni cat ions,
irea two or more individuals. Individuals differ, but from
these differences comes strength and unity of purpose when, through
good communications, the differences are channelled toward the
correct goals. The sesame to good comauni cat ions is in individual
relat s. _ai understanding of human beings, their strea
end weaknesses, is the cornerstone of any good communicat ons
structure. This understanding is best developed by means of MA«










net not be permitted to lapse. The "stream" must have a con-
3tant flow, fed by fresh, clear sources. Trivia has no place La
such a stream.
It is a bit difficult to segregate communicntL ons into
different levels or strata as hai been attempted in this report.
ers affecting any part of t-he system do, in reality, affect the
whole. An alert management uses a good system as a sort of self-
restorative uejfice to correct any ills in the system itself. This
is possible because of the freedom and 3peed with which diagnoses
can be made and treatment prescribed, a nut shell summary of this
report is that an executive or part of management, at whatever
level, should:
(A) Arouse workers 1 interests
(B) Appeal to their desires
(C) Be fair and just
(D) Be honest and sincere
(L) Know his own job
(F) Know and develop leadership characteristics
(G) Use oral communications to greatest extent
possible
(H) Listen, but have an inquisitive mind; ask
questions.
Then, he will be far along the road toward establishing
>od intra-plant communications system, k good system, once
established, may easily be perpetuated as long S3 the factor of
n understanding is kept uppermost in mind.
very wise man once proclained an admonition which en
easily apply to any organization's communication system. King
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